Targeting delivery of partial VAR2CSA peptide guided N-2-Hydroxypropyl trimethyl ammonium chloride chitosan nanoparticles for multiple cancer types.
To developing a multiple cancer types targeting drug delivery carrier system, a 28 amino acids from the VAR2CSA was synthesized as the placental CSA-binding peptide (plCSA-BP). Its specific binding ability to cancer cells was tested on cancer tissue array, and the results showed that plCSA-BP could bind to multiple cancer types. Then, the plCSA-BP was used as a guiding peptide to coat nanoparticles synthesized from N-2-HACC (CSA/HACC-NPs) which were loaded with prodigiosin (CSA/HACC-PNPs) or indocyanine green (CSA/HACC-INPs). The cancer cells specific targeting and efficacy of the CSA/HACC-PNPs were tested by different cancer cells in vitro and various cancer xenograft model in vivo. A scramble peptide (SCR) was used as control and synthesized SCR/HACC-PNPs and SCR/HACC-INPs. The results showed that the CSA/HACC-INPs could specifically uptake by JEG-3, PC3 and A594 cells, and the CSA/HACC-PNPs exhibited better anti-cancer activity and lower toxic effect in subcutaneous choriocarcinoma and prostatic tumor models compared with the free prodigiosin, HACC-PNPs and SCR/HACC-PNPs. So, the CSA/HACC-NPs could be used as a specific delivery carrier for multiple cancer types, and provided an alternate treatment option of various cancers with a single recipe.